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RDF Dataset Profiling - a Survey of Features, Methods, Applications and Vocabularies
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Abstract. The Web of Data, and in particular Linked Data, has seen tremendous growth over the past years. However, reuse and take-up of these rich data sources is often limited and focused on a few well-known and established RDF datasets. This can be partially attributed to the lack of reliable and up-to-date information about the characteristics of available datasets. While RDF datasets vary heavily with respect to the features related to quality, coverage, dynamics and currency, reliable information about such features is essential to enable dataset discovery in tasks such as entity linking, distributed query, search or question answering. Even though there exists a wealth of works contributing to the problem of dataset profiling in general, these works are spread across a wide range of communities. In this survey, we provide a first comprehensive survey of the RDF dataset profile features, methods, tools and vocabularies. We organize these building blocks of dataset profiling in a taxonomy and emphasize the links between the dataset profiling and feature extraction approaches and several application domains. The survey is aimed towards data practitioners, data providers and scientists, spanning a large range of communities and drawing from different fields such as dataset profiling, assessment, summarization and characterization. Ultimately, this work is intended to facilitate the reader to identify and locate the relevant features for building a dataset profile for intended applications together with the tools capable of extracting these features from the data.
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1. Introduction

The Web of Data, and in particular Linked Data [10], has seen tremendous growth over the past years, leading up to the availability of a large amount of RDF datasets on the Web, where a recent crawl of linked datasets retrieved over 1000 datasets alone, including over 8 million explicit resources and an estimated 100 billion triples [65]. RDF datasets and their inherent subgraphs vary heavily with respect to their size, topic and domain coverage, the resource types and schemas as well as the dynamics and currency.

To this extent, the discovery of suitable RDF datasets, which satisfy specific criteria, has become a challenging problem for a variety of applications including entity linking, entity retrieval, distributed search and query federation, just to name a few examples. This prevalent problem is underlined by the strong bias towards using established and well-known reference
knowledge graphs such as DBpedia [3], YAGO [7] or Wikidata [4], although there exists a long tail of potentially suitable domain-specific yet under-recognized datasets.

We begin by providing definitions of several central concepts of our study. In this survey, an RDF dataset is defined in accordance with the dataset definition in the VoID Vocabulary [5] stating: “A dataset is a set of RDF triples that are published, maintained or aggregated by a single provider” [6]. According to VoID, this definition reflects the social dimension, such that a dataset represents a meaningful collection of triples as envisioned by its provider, such that this dataset would benefit from descriptive metadata.

A Dataset Profile Feature is a metadata element describing a certain attribute of the dataset. For instance, “dataset dynamicity” is a dataset profile feature providing information on the temporal variation of the dataset. Descriptive metadata consisting of a collection of dataset profile features constitute a dataset profile. A dataset profile is a substantial building block in facilitating effective application-oriented dataset discovery and usage.

An RDF Dataset Profile is a formal representation of a set of dataset profile features.

A dataset profile characterizes the dataset and aids dataset discovery, recommendation and comparison with regard to the represented characteristics. A dataset profile is extensible with respect to the features it contains. Usually, the relevant feature set is application-oriented and depends on the envisaged application scenarios.

A number of popular dataset registries have emerged, which tackle the problem of dataset discovery through the curation of light-weight dataset descriptions, often also exposing structured metadata according to the state-of-the-art vocabularies such as DCAT [7] or VoID. Popular examples include DataHub [8] or DataCite [9] while the LinkedUp Catalog [10] represents a domain-specific example. However, while such metadata is usually edited and curated manually, it is often sparse, not in sync with the constant evolution of the actual datasets and prone to errors.

On the one hand, as the Web of Data as a whole is evolving along with the constant evolution of individual datasets, manual assessment and representation of a large variety of dataset features is neither feasible nor sustainable. On the other hand, a wide variety of competing as well as complementary approaches exist, aimed at automatic assessment and description of arbitrary datasets. This body of work is spanning several research communities and includes works in fields such as dataset characterisation, data summarisation, dataset assessment or dataset profiling. While this problem is of particular importance in the context of Linked Data, it has been identified and approached already in related fields, such as general database and data management research. Emerging from the aforementioned works, a wealth of tools, methods, vocabularies and applications for assessing, describing and profiling of datasets has become available throughout the past years, where a comprehensive overview and classification is still missing. A myriad of terms and notions does co-exist, whereas a clear distinction, classification and comparison is still required. Only recently, first efforts [24] have been made to bring together such disparate yet closely related fields.

The aim of this survey is to provide researchers, dataset providers and application developers with an overview of dataset profiling and closely related approaches, including dataset profile features, feature extraction methods and tools, vocabularies and applications to encourage experimentation and facilitate broader use of RDF datasets. Being the first comprehensive study in this area, we provide a thorough analysis and definition of related terms and typical dataset profiling features. Furthermore, we provide a systematic study of the available methods and tools for assessing and profiling structured datasets and survey state-of-the-art vocabularies for representing structured dataset profiles. While some of the discussed works are dedicated to profiling of graph-based RDF datasets in particular, works of relevance from other related fields are also discussed. It should be noted that the authors are aware that domain-specific approaches to profile and annotate datasets exist. However, to ensure high relevance and applicability, this survey addresses exclusively cross-domain approaches, which are agnostic to the domain of the profiled data.

In summary, in this survey we provide the following contributions:

- a taxonomy of dataset profile features, including semantic, qualitative, statistical and temporal feature categories;
– a systematic overview of dataset profile feature extraction approaches and tools discussed in the context of our dataset profile feature taxonomy;
– an overview and a classification of available vocabularies for representing dataset features and profiles;
– an illustration of the use of dataset profiles in several application scenarios.

The remainder of the survey is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the adopted methodology to collect and organise the publications included in this survey. Next, we provide a comprehensive set of commonly investigated dataset features (Section 3), based on the existing literature in the field of dataset profiling and organize these features in a taxonomy. Then, we provide an overview of the existing approaches and tools for the automatic extraction of dataset profile features (Section 4). Following that we provide an overview of the existing RDF vocabularies for the representation of certain dataset profiles and features (Section 5). Where feasible, we also provide suggestions on the vocabulary use and offer vocabulary recommendations suitable for representing particular dataset profile features. Then, we close the circle by exemplifying subsets of features that are considered relevant in selected application scenarios in Section 6.

Finally, we provide a conclusion in Section 7.

2. Survey Procedure

In this section, we present the procedure that we adopted to retrieve and filter journal articles and conference papers for this survey. The stages of the survey process are depicted in Fig. 1 and described in the following.

2.1. Terminology and Taxonomy

We began by identifying a basic terminology of dataset profile features from which we extracted potential terms that were most relevant for this systematic review, such as: profiling, dynamicity, quality, index, etc. Terms were defined and embedded into a taxonomy, which guided the overall study. The taxonomy was iteratively refined throughout the process. During the review process, we updated the taxonomy and consequently further modified the keywords by both including or excluding relevant features.

2.2. Digital Libraries (/Search Engines) Search

The extracted terms from the taxonomy were used individually and in combination to query different online databases and several search engines (cf. Fig. 1). For example, we used keywords and multiset expressions to build the following combinations: \{Semantic Web, Linked Data, Linked Open Data (LOD), etc.\} × \{profiling, dynamicity, quality, index, etc.\}.

2.3. Literature Review

Each category of the dataset profile features taxonomy covers a large range of works in the Semantic Web field and can be surveyed in a separate paper. In this article, we provide a pivotal guide for readers to obtain a global view on the various dataset profile features illustrated by examples. For this purpose, we focused our review on the existent surveys in each category of the dataset profile taxonomy, while providing some examples for: (i) the identification of the feature extraction methods (cf. Section 4), (ii) the identification of vocabularies for dataset profiles representation (cf. Section 5), and (iii) the identification of some application-driven profiles (cf. Section 6). Of all the criteria considered, this was the one that produced the sharpest cut down on the number of the articles to be reviewed in detail.

2.4. Paper Selection and Review

By applying a careful review and paper comparison, we obtained a final list of 85 papers to be included in this survey ranging from 1996 to 2016 with about 70% of articles originating from [2010 – 2016]. The selected works are retrieved from different journals, conferences and workshops, mainly in the Semantic Web field as follows:

Journals

– Semantic Web Journal (SWJ)
– Information Processing and Management (IPM)
– ACM Computing Surveys (CSUR)
– Journal of Web Semantics (JWS)
– Australasian Medical Journal (AMJ)
– FnT Technology, Information and Operations Management (FnT)
– Transactions of the Association for Computational Linguistics (TACL)
– International Journal on Semantic Web and Information
– Systems (IJSWIS)
– Journal of Management Information Systems (JMIS)
– Data Quality in Cooperative Information
– Systems (DQCIS)

Conferences
– International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC)
– International World Wide Web Conference (WWW)
– International Conference on Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management (EKAW)
– IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE)
– I-Semantics (I-Sem)
– European Semantic Web Conference (ESWC)
– Conference on Spatial Information Theory (COSTIT)
– International Conference on eDemocracy and eGovernment (EGOV)
– Dublin Core Metadata Initiative Conference (DCMI)
– Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM)
– Human Language Technology Conference (HLT)
– Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI)
– The IEEE International Conference on Future Internet of Things and Cloud (FiCloud)
– The International ACM SIGIR Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval (SIGIR)

To sum up, in this article, we intend to give the reader a bird’s-eye view on the RDF datasets profiling problem (whether or not referred to explicitly by using this term) while providing some examples of worm’s-eye view especially in terms of feature extraction methods, application-driven profiles and vocabularies for dataset profiles representation.

3. Dataset Profiling Features and Taxonomy

This section provides an inventory of dataset features of relevance to dataset profiling. Features are derived from the literature, in particular, from available dataset profiling methods and vocabularies presented in the following sections. Identified features are clustered and arranged in a feature taxonomy, which provides a categorisation system for the purpose of this survey. We would like to highlight that this taxonomy is extensible and provides one of several feasible ways to categorise profiling features.

In particular, based on an extensive literature overview, we propose to organise features into seven categories: general, quality, provenance, licensing, links, statistical and dynamics. This categorisation mirrors the profiling vocabularies distribution, as described in Section 5.

Fig. 2 depicts the resulting taxonomy including references to instances of feature extraction systems. Although we do not discuss the measurements for the different dataset features in detail within this survey, they partially follow from the definition of a particular feature (e.g. in case of statistical features) or have been
extensively discussed in the literature (e.g. qualitative features in [86]).

3.1. General Features

General features are dataset profile features carrying high-level semantic information that do not fit to any of the more specific categories defined in this survey.

1. Domain/Topic A domain refers to the field of life or knowledge that the dataset treats (e.g., music, people). It describes and englobes the topics covered by a dataset (e.g., life sciences or media), understood as more granular, structured metadata descriptions of a dataset, as the one found in [29].

2. Index Elements Index models have been introduced in order to retrieve information from the LOD graph. An index is defined as a set of key elements (e.g., types), which are used to lookup and retrieve RDF data items. A dataset, therefore, can be inversely described by the set of index elements that are pointing to it in a given index or a set of indices. In that sense, a set of index elements is viewed as a descriptive general dataset feature. These elements can be defined at the schema level (e.g., [49]) or at the instance level (e.g., [39]).

3.2. Qualitative Features

The study of data quality has a strong and on-going tradition in the computer science community at large and particularly in the Web Data domain. According to [81], data quality is generally conceived as fitness for use, i.e., the capability of data to respond to the demands of a specific user given a specific use case. Data quality has multiple dimensions, and many of them cannot be evaluated in a task-independent manner.

In the context of Linked Data, Bizer et al. [9] classified the data quality metrics into three groups according to the type of information that is used as a quality dimension: (i) Content-based metrics – analyzing the information content or compare information with related information; (ii) Context-based metrics – employing meta-information about the information content and the circumstances in which information was claimed; and (iii) Rating-based metrics – relying on explicit ratings about information itself, information sources, or information providers. Zaveri et al. [86] identified further dimensions and reorganized the quality dimension into four groups: (i) Accessibility; (ii) Intrinsic; (iii) Contextual; and (iv) Representational.

Yet another approach of metadata quality assessment can be found in [77] that monitors and assesses the quality of 82 active Open Data portals classified in six groups: retrievability, usage, completeness, accuracy, openness and contactability.

In this work, we collected commonly used quality features and re-ordered them in a manner that matches the global dataset profile features taxonomy that we introduce giving rise to the following groups of quality features: (1) Trust; (2) Accessibility; (3) Context; (4) Degree of connectivity; and (5) Representation.

1. Trust Trust is a major concern when dealing with Linked Data. Data trustworthiness can be expressed by the following features.

(a) verifiability: the “degree and ease with which the information can be checked for correctness”, according to [8].

(b) believability: the “degree to which the information is accepted to be correct, true, real and credible” [64]. This can be verified by the presence of the provider/contributor in a list of trusted providers.

(c) reputation: a judgement made by a user to determine the integrity of a source [86]. Two aspects are to take into consideration:
i. **reputation of the data publisher**: a score coming from a survey in a community that determines the reputation of a source; and

ii. **reputation of the dataset**: scoring the dataset on the basis of the references to it on the Web.

### 2. Accessibility
This family of features regards various aspects of the process of accessing the data.

(a) **availability**: an extent to which information is available and easily accessible or retrievable [8].

(b) **security**: refers to the degree to which information is passed securely from users to the information source and back [86].

(c) **performance**: the response time in query execution [86].

(d) **versatility of access**: a measure of the provision of alternative access methods to a dataset [86].

### 3. Representativity
The features included in this group provide information in terms of noisiness, redundancy or missing information in a given dataset.

(a) **completeness**: the degree to which all required information regarding schema, properties and interlinking is present in a given dataset [86]. In the Linked Data context, the following sub-features are defined in [8]:

i. **schema completeness** (ontology completeness) - the degree to which the classes and properties of a schema are represented in the dataset.

ii. **property completeness** - measure of the missing values for a specific property.

iii. **population completeness** - the percentage of all real-world objects of a particular type that are represented in the dataset.

iv. **interlinking completeness** - refers to the degree to which links are missing in a dataset.

(b) **understandability**: refers to expression, or, as defined by [64], the extent to which data is easily comprehended.

(c) **accuracy / correctness**: the equivalence between an instance value in a dataset and the actual real-world value corresponding to that instance.

(d) **conciseness**: the degree of redundancy of the information contained in a dataset.

(e) **consistency**: the presence of contradictory information.

(f) **versatility**: whether data is available in different serialization formats, or in different formal and/or natural languages.

### 4. Context/task specificity
This category comprises features that tell something about data quality with respect to a specific task.

(a) **relevance**: the degree to which the data needed for a specific task is appropriate (applicable and helpful) [64], or the importance of data to the user query [8].

(b) **sufficiency**: the availability of enough data for a particular task (8 uses the term “amount-of-data”).

(c) **timeliness**: the availability of timely information in a dataset with regard to a given application.

### 3.3. Statistical Features
This group of features comprises a set of statistical features, such as size and coverage or average number of triples, property co-occurrence, etc.

1. **Schema-level** According to the schema, we can compute statistical features such as class / properties usage count, class / properties usage per subject and per object or class / properties hierarchy depth.

2. **Instance-level** Features at the instance level are computed according to the data instances only, i.e. URI usage per subject /object), triples having a resource /blanks) as subject /object), triples with literals, min/max/avg.) per data type (integer / float / time, etc.), number of internal and external links, number of ingoing /outgoing) links per instance, number of used languages per literal, classes distribution as subject /object) per property, property co-occurrence.

### 3.4. Dynamics Features
This class of features concerns the dynamicity of a dataset. In principle, every dataset feature can be dynamic, i.e. changing over time (take for example data quality). Inversely, the dynamics of a dataset can be seen as a feature of, for example, quality. For that
reason, this family of features is seen as transversal (spanning over the three groups of features described above).

1. Global

(a) lifespan: measured on an entire dataset or parts of it.
(b) stability: an aggregation measure of the dynamics of all dataset features.
(c) update history: a feature with multiple dimensions regarding the dataset update behavior, divided into:
   i. frequency of change: the frequency of updating a dataset, regardless to the kind of update.
   ii. change patterns: the existence and kinds of categories of updates, or change behavior.
   iii. degree of change: to what extent the performed updates impact the overall state of the dataset.
   iv. change triggers: the cause or origin of the update as well as the propagation effect reinforced by the links.

2. Instance-specific

(a) growth rate: the level of growth of a dataset in terms of data instances.
(b) stability of URIs: the level of stability of URIs i.e. a URI can be moved, modified or removed.
(c) stability of links: the level of broken links between resources, i.e. a link is considered as broken if the a target URI changes \[65\]. Whereas the stability of URIs is rated with respect to the source dataset, the stability of links/backlinks is rated with respect to the stability of the linked URIs in other linked datasets.


(a) structural changes: evaluation of the degree of change in the structure (internal or external) of a dataset.
(b) domain-dependent changes: this feature reflects the dynamics across different domains that impacts the data.
(c) vocabulary-dependent changes: a measure of the dynamics of vocabulary usage.
(d) vocabulary changes: a measure of the impact of a change in a vocabulary to the dataset that uses it.
(e) stability of index models: the level of change in the original data after the data has been indexed.

3.5. Orthogonal Features

Here, we draw the reader’s attention to the fact that some quality features may be orthogonal in the distribution of profiles features, notably to general categories. As orthogonal profile features we consider licensing, provenance and links, described as follows:

1. Licensing Here, we adopt the recommendation of Heath et al. \[45\]: “in order to enable information consumers to use your data under clear legal terms, each RDF document should contain a license under which the content can be used”. In other words, the type of license under which a dataset is published indicates whether reproduction, distribution, modification, redistribution are permitted. This can have a direct impact on data quality, both in terms of trust and accessibility. Hence, the importance of the existence of license in both human-readable and machine-readable profiles (i.e, including the description in a license vocabulary cf. Section 5.7).

2. Provenance the contextual metadata that provides indicators about timelines, currency and update cycles of datasets, which are necessary to know the origin of data, trace errors and notably establish trust. Hence, the provenance is a profile feature used to determine the believability of a dataset. An example use case scenario is to determine some trust score for SPARQL query results in a data sharing triple-store with different provenance.

3. Links Links here is understood as the number of datasets, with which a dataset is interlinked, or as the number of triples in which either the subject or the object come from another dataset. Two datasets can be linked through: (i) explicit links when they have linked instances, for example using \texttt{owl:sameAs} \[10\] when sharing identical instances, and (ii) implicit links when sharing topic profiles or context profiles, where explicit links

\[http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#sameAs\]
like rdfs:seeAlso\(^{11}\) can be also used. Dataset links feature covers both schema-level and instance-level representation of links in a dataset profile.

4. Dataset Profiling and Feature Extraction Methods

The field of dataset profiling and features extraction comprises a broad range of tools that is too large to cover here. In this section, we provide examples of relevant dataset profiling approaches for each category of features, as introduced in the previous section. An overview of the dataset profile features categories and the corresponding extraction approaches is given in Fig. 2 and described below in detail.

4.1. Semantic Features Extraction

Semantic features presented in Section 3.1 include domain/topic, context, index elements and representative schema/instances. In the following we present a selection of tools that support feature extraction in this category.

FluidOps Data Portal \([79]\) is a framework for source contextualization. It allows the users to explore the space of a given source, i.e. search and discover data sources of by topics in [http://data.fluidops.net/resource/Topics](http://data.fluidops.net/resource/Topics). Here, the contextualization engine favors the discovery of relevant sources during exploration. For this, entities are extracted/clustered to give for every source a ranked list of contextualization sources. This approach is based on well-known data mining strategies and does not require schema information or data adhering to a particular form. The FluidOps Data Portal tool enables the retrieval of the “Context” features.

Linked Data Observatory \([29]\) provides an explorative way to browse and search through existing datasets in the LOD Cloud according to the topics they cover. By deploying entity recognition, sampling and ranking techniques, the Linked Data Observatory allows to find datasets providing data for a given set of topics or to discover datasets covering similar fields. This Structured Dataset Topic Profiles are represented in RDF using the VoID vocabulary in tandem with the Vocabulary of Links (VoL) (the vocabularies will be reviewed in Section 5 in more detail). The Linked Data Observatory allows the extraction of the “Domain/Topic” dataset profile features.

voiDge is a tool that automatically generates VoID descriptions for large datasets. This tool allows users to compute various VoID information and statistics on dumps of LOD as illustrated in [14]. Additionally, the tool identifies (sub)datasets and annotates the derived subsets according to the VoID specification. The voiDge describes the “Schema/Instances” dataset profile features.

The keys discovery approaches aim at selecting the smallest set of relevant predicates representing the RDF dataset within the context of link discovery. In other words, a key represents a set of schema properties that uniquely identifies every instance of a given schema concept. We cite two main keys discovery approaches: (i) SAKKey \([73]\) – an approach to discover almost keys in datasets where erroneous data or duplicates exist. SAKKey is an extension of KD2R \([74]\), which aims to derive exact composite keys from a set of non keys discovered on RDF data sources. (ii) ROCKER \([70]\) key discovery approach that uses a refinement operator. This operator is able to detect sets of properties that describe any instance of a given class in a unique manner. Reportedly, ROCKER is more suited to large scale data than SAKKey. Keys can be seen as a “Representative Schema/Instances” dataset profile feature.

RDF QTree structure \([39]\) is an approximate multidimensional indexing structure to store descriptions of the content of RDF data sources. A Qtree is a combination of histograms and an R-tree multidimensional structure. The method identifies relevant RDF data sources for a given query that incorporates instance-level information by adding triples to the corresponding buckets in the QTree. The QTree structure allows the extraction of the “Index Elements” dataset profile feature.

SchemEX \([49]\) is a stream-based indexing and schema extraction approach over Linked Data. The schema extraction abstracts RDF instances to RDF schema concepts that represent instances with the same properties. The index is each schema concept that maps to the data sources containing instances with the corresponding properties. While SchemEX provides different index structure than the QTree index, both indexing tools involve the “Index Elements” dataset profile feature in the category Semantic Features.
4.2. Quality Features Extraction

As discussed in Section 3, in this survey we focus on selected groups of quality features such as trust, accessibility, context and representation, most relevant in the context of dataset profiling. In the following we discuss a selection of relevant tools for these groups. Note that a broader overview of the quality assessment approaches in the context of Linked Data in general is provided by Zaveri et al. [86], who conducted an extensive survey of 21 works.

TRELLIS [34] is an interactive environment that examines the degree of trust of datasets based on user annotations. The user can provide Trellis with semantic markup of annotations through the interaction with the ACE tool[12]. The tool allows several users to add and store their observations and viewpoints. The annotations made by the users with ACE can be used in TRELLIS to detect conflicting information or handle incomplete information. Trellis provides description for the "Trust" feature in a dataset profile.

tRDF [40] is a framework that provides tools to represent, determine, and manage trust values that represent the trustworthiness of RDF statements and RDF graphs. It contains a query engine for tSPARQL, a trust-aware query language. tSPARQL is an extension of the RDF query language SPARQL in two clauses: TRUST AS clause and the ENSURE TRUST clause. The trust values are based on subjective perceptions about the query object. While TRELLIS is based on users annotation, tRDF extracts the "Trust" feature by allowing users to query the dataset and access the trust values associated to the query solutions in a declarative manner.

WIQA [9] is a set of components to evaluate the trust of a dataset using a wide range of different filtering policies based on quality indicators like prove-
nance information, ratings, and background information about information providers. This framework is composed of two components: a Named Graph Store for representing information together with quality related meta-information, and an engine, which enables applications to filter information and to retrieve explanations about filtering decisions. WIQA policies are expressed using the WIQA-PL syntax, which is based on the SPARQL query language. WIQA is a generic qualitative tool which can provide description about the "Trust", "Provenance" and the "Representations" dataset profile features.

LiQuate [58] is a tool to assess the quality related to both incompleteness of links, and ambiguities among labels and links. This quality evaluation is based on queries to a Bayesian Network that models RDF data and dependencies among properties. LiQuate enables the retrieval of the "Links" dataset profile features.

RDFUnit [50] is a framework for the data quality that tests RDF knowledge based on Data Quality Test Pattern, DQTP. A pattern can be: (i) a resource of a specific type should have a certain property, (ii) a literal value should contain at most one literal for a certain language. The user can select and instantiate existing DQTPs. If the adequate test pattern for a given dataset is not available, the user has to write his own DQTPs, which can then become part of a central library to facilitate later re-use. RDFUnit provides "Representations" dataset profile features in form of DQTPs.

Open Data Portal Watch (ODPW) [77] is a publicly available dashboard component that displays quality metrics for different data portals using various views and charts. These quality metrics are grouped in six dimensions which are retrievability, usage, completeness, accuracy, openness and contactability. The openness indicator provide information to which licenses and file formats conform to the open definition. The watch provides a search service that retrieves the licenses for a given resource URI. ODPW involves all the quality dataset profile features besides the orthogonal features "Links", "Licensing" and the "Provenance".

4.3. Statistical Features Extraction

Statistical features discussed in Section 3.3 comprise schema-level and instance-level statistics.

LODStats [5] is a statement-stream-based tool and framework for gathering comprehensive statistics about datasets adhering RDF. The tool calculates different statistical criteria on LOD such as those covered by the VoID Vocabulary. It computes descriptive statistics such as the frequencies of property usage and datatype usage, the average length of literals, or the number of namespaces appearing at the subject URI position. It is available for integration with CKAN repository, either as a patch or as an external web application using CKAN’s API. LODStats provides descriptions for "schema-level" and "instance-level" statistical dataset profile features.

ExpLOD [48] creates usage summaries from RDF graphs including metadata about the structure of an RDF graph, such as the sets of instantiated RDF classes of a resource or the sets of used properties. This structure information is aggregated with statistics like the number of instances per class or the number of property used. ExpLOD provides description about the "schema-level" statistical features for a given dataset.

ProLOD++ [2] is an interactive user interface, which is divided into a cluster tree view and a detailed view. The cluster view enables users to explore the cluster tree and to select a cluster for further investigation for statistics. ProLOD ++ is an extension of ProLOD [15], which generates basic statistics. In addition to the mining and the cleansing tasks, the tool generates dataset profiling features related to key analysis, predicate and value distribution, string pattern analysis, link analysis and data type analysis. Hence, ProLOD ++ is a web-based tool, which allows to profile arbitrary LOD datasets in terms of "schema-level" and "instance-level" dataset profile features.

4.4. Temporal Features Extraction

sparqlPuSH [61] is an interface that can be plugged in any SPARQL endpoint and that broadcasts notifications to clients interested in what is happening in the store using the PubSubHubbub protocol i.e. SPARQL + pubsubhubbub = sparqlPuSH. Practically, this means that one can be notified in real-time of any change happening in a SPARQL endpoint. A resource can ping a PubSubHubbub hub when it changes, then, the notifications will be broadcasted to interested parties. sparqlPuSH consists in two steps:  

13http://ckan.org/  
14PubSubHubbub is a decentralized real-time web protocol that delivers data to subscribers when they become available. Parties (servers) speaking the PubSubHubbub protocol can get near-instant notifications when a topic (resource URL) they’re interested in is updated.
(i) register the SPARQL queries related to the updates that must be monitored in an RDF store, (ii) broadcast changes when data mapped to these queries are updated in the store. `sparqlPuSH` extracts "global" dataset profile features in the temporal dataset profile category.

**The Semantic Pingback** \(^{[65]}\) is a mechanism that allows users and publishers of RDF content, of weblog entries or of a scientific article to obtain immediate feedback when other people establish a reference to them or their work, thus facilitating social interactions. It also allows to publish backlinks automatically from the original WebID profile (or other content, e.g. status messages) to comments or references of the WebID (or other content) elsewhere on the Web, thus facilitating the stability of links/backlinks. This mechanism provides feedback about "instance-specific" features of a dataset profile.

**Memento** \(^{[23]}\) is a protocol-based time travel that can be used to access archived representations of a resource identified by a given URI. The current representation of a resource is named the *Original Resource*, whereas resources that provide prior representations are named *Mementos*. This system provides relationships like the *first-memento, last-memento, next-memento* and *prev-memento*. These relationships are particularly useful for the extraction of the "instance-specific" features and in particular of the "growth rate" feature. Mementos are available both in HTML and RDF/XML.

**DSNotify** \(^{[65]}\) is a link monitoring and maintenance framework, which attenuates the problem of broken links due to the URI instability. When remote resources are created, removed, changed, updated or moved, the system revises links to these resources accordingly. This system can easily be extended by implementing custom crawlers, feature extractors, and comparison heuristics. DSNotify relates to the "instance-specific" features in the dataset temporal profiling category.

**The Dynamic Linked Data Observatory (Dyldo)** \(^{[47]}\), is a framework to achieve a comprehensive overview of how LOD changes and evolves on the Web. It is an observatory of the dynamicity on the Web of Data over time. The observatory provides weekly crawls of LOD data sources starting from 02/11/2008 and contains 550K RDF/XML documents with a total of 3.3M unique subjects with 2.8M locally defined entities. The system examines, firstly, the usage of `Etag` and Last-Modified HTTP header fields, followed by an analysis of the various dynamic aspects of a dataset (change frequency, change volume, etc). Dyldo provides temporal dataset profile features in terms of both "global" and "semantics-specific" features.

### 4.5. A Note on Dataset Profiling Methods

Here, we discuss several issues regarding dataset profile extraction methods that we observed in the survey process. We begin by the most sensitive profile representations, the semantic features, which typically require domain knowledge with respect to the content of the dataset. As best practice, we recommend that the semantic category should be provided by the data domain experts (e.g. data providers or maintainers) to ensure high quality of the semantic profile. On the other hand, we consider that qualitative, statistical and temporal profile features would in general require less domain expertise and can be extracted automatically by applications in many cases. Furthermore, we observe an obvious need for more semantic profile extraction tools, notably for the "domain/topic" and "context" features, where only few approaches allow automatic extraction of such profiles features.

Further on the dynamic aspect, in order to facilitate up-to-date dataset profiles, these profiles need to be regenerated periodically, based on the dataset dynamicity. The dataset versioning/archiving also requires versioning/archiving of the corresponding dataset profiles in order to ensure coherence between the dataset snapshots and their profile versions.

Finally, we stress the fact that RDF dataset profiles need to provide representations for both human and machine reading. Hence, in Table \(^{[1]}\) we provide an overview of the dataset profiling methods including representation formats. In other words, we check for each method if the extracted profile features are designed for human reading or machine reading. In addition the table provides links to the homepages of each extraction method.

### 5. Vocabularies for Representation of Dataset Profiles and Features

This section introduces vocabularies for representation of dataset profiles, ranging from general dataset metadata to vocabularies dedicated to one or more of the features introduced in Section \(^{[2]}\). Note that general-
### Dataset profile features extraction methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Name</th>
<th>H/M</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
<th>Home Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FluidOps Data Porta</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="http://data.fluidops.net">http://data.fluidops.net</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linked Data Observatory</td>
<td>H/M</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td><a href="http://data-observatory.org/lod-profiles/profile-explorer/">http://data-observatory.org/lod-profiles/profile-explorer/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiDge</td>
<td>H/M</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="https://hpi.de/naumann/projects/btc/btc-2010">https://hpi.de/naumann/projects/btc/btc-2010</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAKey</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="https://www.lri.fr/sakey">https://www.lri.fr/sakey</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKER</td>
<td>H/M</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="http://rocker.aksw.org/">http://rocker.aksw.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF QTree structure</td>
<td>H/M</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>(<a href="http://swse.deri.org/index.lighttpd.Html">http://swse.deri.org/index.lighttpd.Html</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SchemEX</td>
<td>H/M</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRELLIS</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="http://www">http://www</a> isi edu/ikcap/trellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tRDF</td>
<td>H/M</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="http://trdf.sourceforge.net/tsparq">http://trdf.sourceforge.net/tsparq</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIQA</td>
<td>H/M</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="http://wifo5-o3.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/wiqa">http://wifo5-o3.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/wiqa</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaQuate</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td><a href="http://lique">http://lique</a>. ldc.usb.ve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDFUnit</td>
<td>H/M</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="http://rdfunit.aksw.org">http://rdfunit.aksw.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD PW</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td><a href="http://data.wu.ac.at/portalwatch">http://data.wu.ac.at/portalwatch</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LODStats</td>
<td>H/M</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td><a href="http://stats.lod2.eu/">http://stats.lod2.eu/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProLOD++</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td><a href="https://www.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/naumann/sites/prolod++">https://www.hpi.uni-potsdam.de/naumann/sites/prolod++</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PubSubHubbub</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/pubsubhubbub/">https://github.com/pubsubhubbub/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sparqlPuSH</td>
<td>H/M</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="https://code.google.com/archive/p/sparqlpush/">https://code.google.com/archive/p/sparqlpush/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Semantic Pingback</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="https://aks">https://aks</a> w.github.io/SemanticPingback/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memento</td>
<td>H/M</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>(<a href="http://mementoarchive.lanl.gov/">http://mementoarchive.lanl.gov/</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyldo</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td><a href="http://swse.deri.org/dyldo">http://swse.deri.org/dyldo</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSNotify</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>O.S.</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cibiv.at/~niko/dsnotify">http://www.cibiv.at/~niko/dsnotify</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

Dataset profile features extraction methods: Homepages (+ means that the homepage was not available at the time of access); Accessibility that can be Open Source (O.S.) or Online (via SPARQL ENDOINT or via HTTP API, etc.); and Human readability (H) vs. machine readability (M).

purpose vocabularies such as Dublin Core\[16\] often provide useful terms also for dataset-specific metadata, but are not discussed in detail here to ensure sufficient focus on vocabularies of more particular relevance for RDF dataset profiling.

### 5.1. General Dataset Metadata Vocabularies

A range of vocabularies exist which can be used to provide more general metadata of datasets or ontologies. While the Ontology Metadata Vocabulary (OMV)\[43\] is aimed at providing descriptive information about ontologies - specifically their creators, contributors, reviewers, and creation/modification dates - here we focus specifically on dataset metadata vocabularies.

The Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets (VoID)\[3\] provides a core vocabulary for describing datasets and their links. The schema\[16\] includes the classes `Dataset`, `DatasetDescription`, `LinkSet`, `TechnicalFeature`. The authors distinguish `dataset` from `RDF graph`, where `dataset` refers to “meaningful collection of triples, that deal with a certain topic, originate from a certain source or process, are hosted on a certain server, or are aggregated by a certain custodian.” A `LinkSet` is defined as a set of triples, where subject and object are in different datasets/namespaces. The VoID guidelines recommend additional vocabularies (DC-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Datasets (Percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Web</td>
<td>6 (1.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>75 (40.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
<td>14 (13.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Sciences</td>
<td>29 (32.58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-gen. Content</td>
<td>6 (10.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-domain</td>
<td>5 (11.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>2 (5.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic</td>
<td>15 (36.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>140 (13.46)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Adoption of VoID across LOD Datasets per Category
(Source: http://linkeddatacatalog.dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/state/).

Terms, FOAF for general metadata and SCOVO - the Statistical Core Vocabulary[^22] for statistical information. VoID is already widely used in the Web of Data, as documented by Table 2, depicting the use of VoID descriptions among the 1014 datasets and per category in the current inventory of the Web of Data[^18].

The Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT[^19]) follows a similar rationale and has been created based on a survey of government data catalogues[^53]. Key classes include Catalog, Dataset, CatalogRecord where the latter has a similar scope as the VoID DatasetDescription, i.e., it is making the useful distinction between dataset metadata and metadata of the dataset description (the record) itself. Additional classes include Distribution - i.e. the instantiatiopn of particular dataset in a specific access format (e.g., an RDF dump or a SPARQL endpoint). For categorisation of datasets, the dcterms:subject predicate and controlled SKOS vocabularies are recommended.

### 5.2. Dataset Links

Links as important features of Linked Data datasets are represented through a variety of means, covering both schema-level and entity-level links. VoID, for instance, includes specific linksets which can be instantiated to define metadata about dataset’s links. SKOS[^20] the Simple Knowledge Organization System, on the other hand provides a formal vocabulary for defining taxonomic and mapping relations among both concepts and entities and is a well used means to describe links between concepts and entities across datasets. By providing an established vocabulary for less strict relations, for instance, broader or narrower, respectively broaderMatch and narrowerMatch, it enables the representation of taxonomic relationships as well as the alignment of different schemas and knowledge bases, i.e. datasets.

A more specific approach is followed by the Vocabulary of Links (VoL[^21]) which provides a general vocabulary to describe metadata about links or linksets, within or across specific datasets. VoL was designed specifically to represent additional metadata about computed links which cannot be expressed with default RDF(S) expressions and enable a qualification of a link or linkset. This includes, for instance, the description of linking scores or linking provenance, for instance, through a specific linking method.

The Expressive and Declarative Ontology Alignment Language (EDOAL[^22]) enables the representation of correspondences between entities and concepts in different ontologies beyond mere mapping relationships (equivalence, subsumption). For these reasons, EDOAL introduces formalisms for representing transformations, constructions of complex classes/entities or restrictions to constrain classes/entities. EDOAL in that sense provides the means to on-the-fly interpretation of mapping statements as part of data integration scenarios. On the other hand, in contrast to VoL, there are no means for representation of provenance of mapping statements. Next to being more comprehensive and expressive than SKOS or VoL, another major difference seems to be that the typical use case for generating EDOAL statements is the manual formalisation of mapping statements, while less expressive SKOS and VoL statements can be at least partially generated from the output of automated linking and mapping algorithms.

### 5.3. Dataset Quality

Early works by Supelar et al. in[^72] define a set of knowledge quality features applicable for knowledge graphs, respectively ontologies, and a corresponding ontology. Their features are classified into quantifiable and non-quantifiable characteristics and include

[^17]: http://purl.org/NET/scovo
[^18]: http://linkeddatacatalog.dws.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/state/
[^19]: http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/
[^20]: https://www.w3.org/TR/2009/REC-skos-reference-20090818/
[^22]: http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/edoal.html
characteristics such as usability, availability, accuracy, or complexity. The suggested ontology, however, only includes a higher level taxonomy, but neither a fully fledged vocabulary for annotation nor a specific set of metrics to quantify the quantifiable metrics.

Fürber et al. [33] describe the DQM Ontology[^33] a general vocabulary for representing data quality features, to some extent also covering statistical information, such as notions of property completeness or property uniqueness. Key concepts include:

- Data Quality Assessment as an abstract container of scores and metrics describing class/property quality aspects.
- Completeness, derived into Property Completeness - as a measure of the degree to which properties are consistently populated - and Population Completeness as the degree to which all objects of a certain reference are represented in a specific class.
- Accuracy as a notion representing the degree to which a statement captures the intended semantics and syntax (subtypes are Syntactic Accuracy and Semantic Accuracy).
- Uniqueness of properties and entities is introduced to capture the existence of duplicates.
- Timeliness captures the recency of a specific statement/entity.

In addition, the authors introduce a preliminary classification for data quality problems.

In addition, the WIQA - Web Information Quality Assessment Framework[^34] describe some early work to filter content according to quality features, also introduce WIQA-PL, a vocabulary for modeling content access policies. However, the work appears to be deprecated and not maintained.

Also worth to mention is the work in [32], where authors use the SPARQL Inferencing Notation (SPIN) - a vocabulary that allows the representation of SPARQL queries - to represent data quality rules.

In addition, the Dataset Quality Vocabulary (daQ[^25]) and the Data Quality Vocabulary (DQV[^26]) provide complementary terms for annotating DCAT dataset descriptions with quality aspects and metrics. While both vocabularies provide a general framework for annotating quality information and metadata about associated metrics, several concerns about practical issues are raised as part of the DQV working draft documentation.

Finally, while provenance information often provides indicators about timelines, currency and update cycles of datasets, Section 5.6 introduces additional vocabularies of relevance.

5.4. Dataset Dynamics & Evolution

While there does exist a wealth of methods for assessing characteristics related to dynamics and evolution of datasets, as illustrated in earlier sections of this survey, most vocabularies in the area are dedicated to representing the actual evolution of a dataset, rather than higher level observations about dynamics.

The Dataset Dynamics group[^37] for instance lists a number of vocabularies for representing dataset changeset and updates. The Talis Changeset vocabulary[^37] provides some early, yet discontinued work on representing changeset and specific characteristics, and has a similar approach as the Delta vocabulary[^39]. The Triplify Update vocabulary[^30] provides a very simple RDF schema for capturing dataset updates where each Update or UpdateSet is annotated with provenance information about the updater and the timestamp.

In a similar direction is the recent work of Graube et al. [38] on R43ples, a revision management approach for RDF datasets using named graphs for capturing revisions and SPARQL for manipulation of the latter. Authors introduce the so-called Revision Management Ontology (RMO) based on PROV-O (cf. 5.6). While RMO implements baseline revision management notions for data graphs, it is of lesser relevance for the purpose of this section.

A more abstract approach is offered by the Dataset Dynamics (DaDy) Vocabulary[^31], which allows the representation of more abstract dynamics-related observations for a specific dataset. It is specifically foreseen to be used in conjunction with VoID, where a void:Dataset is annotated with instantiations of

[^25]: http://purl.org/eis/vocab/daq
[^26]: https://www.w3.org/TR/2015/WD-vocab-dqv-20150625/
[^32]: http://semwebquality.org/dqm-vocabulary/
[^33]: http://wifo5-03.informatik.uni-mannheim.de/bizer/wiqa/#wiqapl
[^34]: http://www.w3.org/wiki/DatasetDynamics
[^35]: http://vocab.org/changeset/schema.html
[^36]: http://www.w3.org/2004/delta
[^37]: http://triplify.org/vocabulary/update
[^38]: http://vocab.deri.ie/dady
A range of vocabularies exist, which partially support the representation of dataset statistics and can be used in conjunction with general dataset metadata vocabularies such as VoID or DCAT. These include, for instance, the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary [32], SDMX-RDF [33] or SCOVO [34].

The VoID guidelines, for instance, recommend the use of SCOVO to share statistical dataset features [3]. Authors foresee, on the one hand, statistics concerning the whole dataset or linkset, such as triple count, and attributing statistics to a source, to capture where a statistical datum stems from. Inline with some of the authors’ concerns about the adequacy of SCOVO, it has been superseded by the Data Cube vocabulary in the more recent past.

The RDF Data Cube vocabulary [35] currently a W3C Editors Draft developed by the Government Linked Data Working Group [36] is an RDF vocabulary for representing multi-dimensional so-called data cubes in RDF. The Data Cube vocabulary describes general statistical notions, such as dimensions or observations, and as such, can be perceived as a meta-level vocabulary for representing any statistical notion.

While the Data Cube vocabulary builds on SKOS, its Data Cubes approach originates from and is compatible with the cube structure underlying the SDMX (Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange) information model. The latter is an ISO standard, describing an information model for exchanging statistical data and metadata which has been serialised into XML, EDI and recently, RDF. SDMX-RDF [38] can be seen as a natural predecessor of the Data Cube vocabulary which is not a one-to-one representation of SDMX but uses an SDMX subset, plus additional elements, to provide a vocabulary tailored to represent data published as RDF on the Web.

SCOVO [34] also described by Hausenblas et al. [44], is an earlier, native RDF vocabulary for statistical data, consisting of three main classes, Dataset, Dimension, and Item. While there exist efforts to merge SCOVO and SDMX-RDF [21], both approaches are superseded by the Data Cube vocabulary, which represents the state of the art in representing statistical data on the Web.

Auer et al. present LODStats [6], a framework for dataset analytics, which introduces a set of 32 statistical features and uses the most recommended combination of VoID and the DataCube vocabulary. Links between the Data Cube class qb:Observation and the void:Dataset class are represented using a native property (void-ext:observation). While VoID already represents properties for several statistically described objects (triples, classes, distinctSubjects, etc.), additional features were represented using void:objectPartition and void:propertyPartition. While this approach combines the two state of the art vocabularies for general dataset metadata (VoID), respectively statistical data (Data Cube), it turns out to be the most future-proof approach to capture statistical dataset metadata.

5.6. Data and Dataset Provenance

A variety of definitions have been given for provenance over the past number of years. One very pragmatic definition comes from the Provenance Working Group [40] of the W3C, especially when thought of in the context of the Web: “Provenance is defined as a record that describes the people, institutions, entities, and activities involved in producing, influencing, or delivering a piece of data or a thing.” On the Web, provenance can pertain to any resource found on the Web - documents, data, or datasets - but it can also be found in a resource that is used to describe the provenance of an object in the real world.

The main aim of the Provenance Working Group was to create standards that could be used to define and work with provenance data. A document from its previous incarnation as an Incubator Group states

33 http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-data-cube/
34 http://sdmx.org/
35 http://vocab.deri.ie/scovo
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39 http://sdmx.org/
40 http://publishing-statistical-data.
42 http://vocab.deri.ie/scovo
43 http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/
44 http://www.w3.org/TR/2013/REC-prov-dm-20130430/
the difficulties involved in such standardisation efforts: “provenance is too broad a term for it to be possible to have one, universal definition - like other related terms such as “process”, “accountability”, “causality” or “identity”, we can argue about their meanings forever (and philosophers have indeed debated concepts such as identity or causality for thousands of years without converging)”[41].

A provenance record is essentially a record of metadata that details the entities and processes that were involved in creating, modifying and delivering a resource, be it physical or digital [57]. Such records include details about when an item was created, what were the original sources of information used in its creation, what kind of evolution has the resource undergone (e.g., what were the other entities or processes that may have modified the resulting piece of information). A provenance process is defined by Moreau [56] as “the provenance of a piece of data is the process that led to that piece of data”.

We will now describe some of the main provenance models used on the Web, some of which have specific applicability in terms of whole datasets.

1. **voidp** builds on and extends the aforementioned VoID linked dataset ontology to describe the provenance relationships of data across linked datasets. Publishers can use a lightweight set of classes and properties to describe the provenance information of data within their linked datasets using voidp. This enables users to find the right data for their tasks based not only on the types of data being sought but also on the origins of that data, e.g., “given a set of attributes and data authorship conditions, which available resources match a desired set of criteria and where can these resources be found?”

2. From the perspective of archiving and long-term preservation of data, the Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata (PREMIS) [42] set of terms can be used to describe the provenance of archived, digital objects (e.g., files, bitstreams, aggregations and datasets), and therefore has applicability in our scenario. It does not provide provenance information for the descriptive metadata for those objects, and therefore one of the other vocabularies can be used for this.

3. Inspired by the notion of changesets in code or document revisions, the Changeset Vocabulary [43] consists of a set of terms that can be used to describe changes in the description of a resource. The primary concept is that of a Changeset which defines the delta (changes) between versions of a resource description.

4. The Proof Markup Language (PML) is used for defining and exchanging proof explanations created by various intelligent systems, including web services, machine learning components, rule engines, theorem provers and task processors. It provides terms for annotating “IdentifiedThings” such as name, description, create date and time, authors, owners, etc. IdentifiedThings are the entities used or processed in an intelligent system, of which a dataset could be one.

5. The Semantic Web Publishing Vocabulary (SWP) by [19] makes it possible “to represent the attitude of a legal person to an RDF graph. SWP supports two attitudes: claiming the graph is true and quoting the graph without a comment on its truth. These commitments towards the truth can be used to derive a data publisher’s or a data creating entity’s relation to provided or created artifacts. Furthermore, the SWP allows to describe digests and digital signatures of RDF graphs and to represent public keys.”

6. The Provenance Vocabulary [44] was developed to describe provenance of Linked Data on the Web. It is defined as an OWL ontology and it is partitioned into a core ontology and supplementary modules.

7. The Open Provenance Model (OPM) is used to describe provenance histories in terms of the processes, artifacts, and agents involved in the creation and modification of a resource. The OPM model was the primary outcome of a series of Provenance Challenge workshops, and is one to which many other provenance vocabularies are mapped to. In fact, it was taken as the basis for the development of PROV-O, described below. Two variants exist, the OPM Vocabulary (OPMV) [45] as a lightweight vocabulary, and the
OPM Ontology (OPMO) using more advanced OWL constructs.

8. The PROV Ontology (PROV-O) was published as a W3C Recommendation in 2013 by the W3C Provenance Working Group to be a new standard ontology for representing provenance. This is part of a larger PROV Family of Documents created to support “the widespread publication and use of provenance information of Web documents, data, and resources” – including a Data Model (PROV-DM) and an Ontology (PROV-O) for provenance interchange on the Web. PROV defines a core data model for provenance for building representations of the entities, people and processes involved in producing a piece of data or any artifact in the world.

As well as the above vocabularies that are specifically designed to facilitate provenance and related primitives, there are a number of commonly-used vocabularies and de-facto standards on the Web that also contain terms of relevance to provenance derivation and definition. These include Dublin Core (DC), Friend-of-a-Friend (FOAF), and Semantically Interlinked Online Communities (SIOC). Some of these terms were highlighted by [41], and we outline these and others below. Since a dataset can be identified by a resource, we can use many of the properties described below with full datasets as well as individual resources or pieces of data in those datasets.

- **Dublin Core**: `dcterms:contributor` and `dcterms:creator` can be used in analyses of the activity of a user in the data creation process, although the type of the user and their role may need to be further specified using other vocabularies. In our case, it could also be used to identify the creator of an entire dataset. `dcterms:source` describes the source from which a resource or dataset is derived, and therefore has usefulness as a provenance element. `dcterms:created` and `dcterms:modified` can be used to define both the creation of a resource or dataset and the modification of that resource or dataset respectively. `dcterms:publisher` can be used to define the provider of a particular resource or dataset, although as [41] points out the type of publisher is left ambiguous. Finally, Dublin Core also defines a `dcterms:provenance` term which can link a resource to a set of provenance change statements.

- **Friend-of-a-Friend**: `foaf:made` and its inverse functional property (IFP) `foaf:maker` can be used to link a resource or dataset to the `foaf:Agent` (person or machine) who created it. In addition, the `foaf:account` property can be used to link a `foaf:Agent` to a `foaf:OnlineAccount` or `sioc:UserAccount` which in turn can be identified as the means of creation for a resource or dataset (see below).

- **Semantically Interlinked Online Communities**: As with Dublin Core, the properties `sioc:has_creator`, `sioc:has_modifier` (and their IFPs `sioc:creator_of` and `sioc:modifier_of` respectively) can be used to refer to a resource’s creators and modifiers (identified by `sioc:UserAccounts`). `sioc:has_owner` and its IFP `sioc:owner_of` indicates who has control over a resource or dataset. `sioc:ip_address` can be used to link the created data and creator if specified to an Internet address. Also, `sioc:last_activity_date` can be used to reference the last activity associated with a resource, although this may still be interpreted in different ways (modified, read, etc.). As with `dcterms:source`, a `sioc:sibling` can be used to define a new resource (or perhaps a dataset) that is very similar to but differs in some small manner from another one. Finally, `sioc:earlier_version`, `sioc:subsequent_version` can be used to connect versioned artifacts together as one would find in a provenance graph.

In addition to the “SIOC Core” ontology terms, there are also some SIOC modules which can be used in provenance descriptions for datasets. The most relevant is probably the SIOC Actions module, which was designed to represent how users in a community are manipulating the various digital artifacts that constitute the application supporting that community. The main terms in SIOC Actions are `sioca:Action`, `sioca:DigitalArtifact`, `sioca:byproduct`, `sioca:creates`, `sioca:deletes`, `sioca:modifies`, `sioca:object`, `sioca:product`, `sioca:source` and `sioca:uses`. These have been aligned to OPM and PROV-O in recent work by [60].
Fig. 3. Overview of relevant vocabularies as classified by type of dataset profile features.
Table 3

Overall usage and dataset counts for the aforementioned vocabularies, sorted by number of datasets in February 2015. Those numbers in **boldface increased in 2017. Statistics were re-checked in January 2017.**

### 5.7. Dataset Licensing

We will now examine what vocabularies are available to assist with licensing of data and datasets. These include RDF versions of common licensing frameworks and alignments of multiple licensing frameworks into a combined vocabulary.

- **Creative Commons (CC)**[^1] is a framework that allows users to define the rights regarding how others can reuse the content that the users themselves have published. It provides various licenses to define if and how people can reuse content that has been published, if they can modify it, and if it may be used for commercial purposes. Creative Commons also allows licensing information...

[^1]: [http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/)
to be expressed in RDF using the ccREL (REL, or rights expression language) vocabulary. Many datasets in the LOD cloud are already licensed under Creative Commons, as we will see later.

- The Open Data Commons (ODC) license[^50] was originally released by Talis in 2008 as a means to tackle the issue of Creative Commons licenses being applied to non-creative resources such as data and datasets. The ODC “Public Domain Dedication and License” was a fusion of ideas from their earlier Talis Community License and related efforts such as the provision of scientific datasets using Science Commons.

- The Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) vocabulary[^51] enables the fine-grained specification of licensing terms (rights, policies, etc.) in a machine-readable format. Developed by the W3C ODRL Community Group, ODRL 2.0[^52] uses RDF or JSON, evolving from an earlier XML-based REL version[^53].

- Open Government License (OGL)[^54] is a license produced specifically for Crown copyright works published by the UK government and other public sector bodies. It is aligned to both CC and ODC. One of the dataset projects using OGL is the data.gov.uk service.

- The License Model (LiMo[^55]) is an ontology for open data and dataset licensing. It links to terms from Dublin Core, VoID, CC and PROV-O, and also defines legal terms, conditions of use and distribution, and other rights. One of the main terms is limo:LicenseModel which is equivalent to the cc:License concept from Creative Commons.

- Description of a Project (DOAP[^56]) is an RDF vocabulary that provides a common metadata modelling scheme for describing projects creating software applications, in order to provide a unified way to represent a software project no matter the source. The main class is Project which has properties such as its licence, the project’s maintainers, the URL for subversion access, etc. Many of the concepts in DOAP could also be re-applied to datasets since they share many of the same properties.

- Licenses for Linked Open Data (l4lod[^57]) was introduced in [^37] to provide an alignment with many of the licensing vocabularies we have just described. It can be used to express a machine-readable composite license for a dataset. l4lod is composed of three deontic components (obligations, permissions and prohibitions) that can be used to reconcile a set of licenses that are associated with heterogeneous datasets whose information items have been returned together for consumption (e.g., via a single SPARQL query).

5.8. Observations

We use the LOD2 Stats service[^58] to give us some context as to how often terms from these vocabularies are being used and within how many datasets. These statistics are shown in Table 3, where the type refers to the vocabulary type as per the headings above[^59]. While we were unable to filter the instances of dataset profiling-specific terms from our suggested vocabularies while examining their usage statistics in LOD2, we can gain some insight into which ones may be more widely adopted by looking at the existing overall statistics and dataset usages, especially over time (i.e., from 2015 to 2016, we can see which vocabularies are consistently being used and are growing in usage). It is reasonable to assume that users will be more willing to adopt terms from widely-used vocabularies for representing dataset profiles, as long as they are fit for purpose.

251 datasets use RDF syntax, giving us an overall total. From the data in Table 3 we observe that general metadata about the datasets is readily provided, but that more specific information on provenance and statistics using specialised vocabularies is only available in somewhere around 21% (52) and 10% (25) of datasets respectively.

Another observation is that none of the quality or dynamics and evolution vocabularies appear in LOD2 Stats. That points to a significant underutilization of the available vocabularies.

[^50]: http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/
[^51]: http://www.w3.org/community/odrl/two/model/
[^52]: http://w3.org/ns/odrl/2/
[^53]: http://www.w3.org/TR/odrl/
[^54]: http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/
[^55]: http://purl.org/LiMo/0.1
[^56]: http://usefulinc.com/ns/doap
[^37]: http://ns.inria.fr/l4lod/
[^38]: http://stats.lod2.eu/ as accessed on 2nd February 2015 and re-checked again on 19 January 2017
[^59]: Where multiple entries exist for a vocabulary on LOD2 Stats, we use the numbers from the largest entry rather than adding usage figures together, as modules in a vocabulary may be used together in the same dataset (e.g., DC Terms and DC Elements, or SDMX Dimension and SDMX Measure).
of terms relating to dataset quality, the evolution of a dataset, or the dynamics involved in a changing dataset. The assumption is that dataset creators are more interested in providing the datasets themselves without giving assurances to others who may want to use them about their quality or how they have changed over time.

It does not seem from Table 3 that many datasets are explicitly licensed via some machine-readable form, with just 5% (12) containing Creative Commons metadata. However, according to work by [37], 95% of the datasets in the LOD cloud did indeed express licensing information via the dcterms:license or the dcterms:rights properties of Dublin Core (albeit in human-readable format). Creative Commons represented 51% of all licenses in their analysis, followed by Open Data Commons at 18%. This points to the need for more explicit license definitions in datasets, with a link to the license type and conditions and not just a simple text string in an attribute field.

6. Application-Driven Dataset Profiles

Dataset profiles are highly important for a wide variety of applications in many domains, including, for example, data linking and curation, schema inference, federated query and search, as well as question answering. In this section, we highlight important applications from these domains that use dataset profiles along with their relevant profile features. Some of these applications can use, verify and update dataset profile features (e.g., including statistical characteristics of datasets) and may in turn generate additional statistics that can become part of the dataset profile. The list of the applications and relevant features presented in this section aims to illustrate the use of dataset profiles by state-of-the-art tools and is not exhaustive.

6.1. Data Linking Applications

Data linking applications aim to annotate, disambiguate and interlink entities and events in text using Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques and external sources including Linked Data. In this context, popular services include DBpedia Spotlight [22], Illinois Wikifier [67] as well as Babelfy [58].

Example features for data linking applications: Data linking applications typically use the semantic features discussed in Section 3.1 such as topics, domains, languages (versatility) and location coverage, as well as representative parts of schema/instances, and specifically the key candidates extracted with the key discovery approaches described in Section 4.1.

6.2. Data Curation, Cleansing and Maintenance

As linked datasets are often generated from semi- or unstructured sources using automated extraction approaches, these datasets vary heavily with respect to quality, currentness and completeness of the contained information [65].

A number of recent works focus on statistical methods for: (1) outlier detection to detect errors in numerical values [31], [63], [82]; (2) automatic prediction of missing types of instances [63]; and (3) the identification of incorrect links between datasets [62]. A further line of research in Linked Data quality is related to the discovery of errors in the data based on existing interlinkings (e.g., [16], [84]). Thereby some works go beyond error detection and attempt to automatically determine correct data values in case of inconsistencies [16]. As mentioned above, additional statistics generated by these approaches can become part of the dataset profile.

Example features for error detection in numerical values: In [31] the authors detect errors in numerical values using outlier detection. To identify the properties to which numerical outlier detection can be applied, the following statistical characteristics (discussed in Section 3.3) are used: (1) total number of instances, (2) names of the properties used in the dataset, (3) frequency of usage with numerical values in the object position for each property, and (4) total number of distinct numerical values for each property.

Example features for conflict resolution in multilingual DBpedia: The features used in conflict resolution in [16] include provenance metadata at the statement, property and author levels. The temporal dataset profile includes in particular: (1) Recency of the specific statement (measured using the time of the last edit), (2) overall editing frequency of the property in the dataset, and (3) the overall number of edits performed by the specific editor.

6.3. Schema Inference

Many existing Linked Data sources do not explicitly specify schemas, or only provide incomplete specifications. However, many real-world applications (e.g.,

\[http://lod-cloud.net/\]
answering queries over distributed data \[11\]) rely on the schema information. Recently, approaches aimed at the automatic inference of missing schema information have been developed (e.g., \[63\], \[49\]).

**Example features for type inference:** Statistical characteristics of datasets (see Section \[3\]) play an important role in type inference applications. For example, in \[63\] statistics on the completeness of type statements as well as property-specific type distributions are required (i.e., the types of resources appearing in subject and object positions of each property including their frequencies).

### 6.4. Distributed Query Applications

The Linked Data Cloud can be queried either through direct HTTP URI lookups or using distributed SPARQL endpoints \[39\] that can include full-text search extensions (see e.g., \[1\]). Also combinations of both query paradigms are possible \[42\]. Typically, the first step of query answering over distributed data is the generation of ordered query plans against the mediated schema on a number of data sources \[83\]; In this step, dataset profiling plays an important role.

In order to guide distributed query processing, existing applications rely on indexes of varying granularity including Schema-level Indexes and Data Summaries. Schema-level Indexes contain information about properties and classes occurring at certain sources. Data Summaries use a combined description of instance-and schema-level elements to summarise the content of data sources \[39\]. The majority of existing federated query approaches for LOD (e.g., \[42\], \[39\], \[80\], \[35\]) aim to optimize efficient query processing and do not (yet) take the quality parameters of LOD sources into account. Therefore, existing Data Summaries mostly contain frequencies and interlinking statistics of varying granularity.

**Example features for efficient and quality-aware query applications:** The majority of existing query applications rely on semantic and statistical characteristics (see Sections \[3.1\] and \[3.3\]) at the schema-level, i.e. properties and classes occurring at certain sources for effective query interpretation. In addition, applications that optimize for efficient query processing require data-level statistics (including frequency and interlinking) either on triple level or for each subject, object and predicate individually \[39\]. Finally, quality-aware query applications also take into account qualitative characteristics (see Section \[5.2\]) (e.g., completeness and accuracy) at different granularity levels. This includes overall data source statistics \[59\], as well as property-specific \[69\] and type-specific statistics \[83\].

### 6.5. Information Retrieval (IR) Applications

In IR, Linked Data is mostly used in the context of semantic search, a typical demonstration of which can be found in \[28\]. The majority of semantic search applications are domain-oriented; a large number of practical cases have been shown for repositories related to biomedical sciences. For example, the concept-based search mechanism \[51\] allows biologists to describe the topics of interest in a search more specifically and retrieve information with higher precision (in comparison to the usage of keywords only). It should be stressed here that concept-based search requires linking to high-quality external resources (such as, e.g., UMLS \[13\]), which involves features related to trust, especially verifiability and believability.

Datasets providing semantic features enable us to go beyond the standard bag of words representation \[75\]. A wide range of methods based on linking to external, domain-oriented resources has been proposed, e.g., \[67\], \[54\], \[78\]. They also employ statistical features extracted from large-scale text corpora \[17\] and allow one to expand the user queries to increase recall \[7\]. In addition, geographical and temporal contexts play an increasingly important role in IR applications. These contexts enable the retrieval of information that is relevant with respect to the spatial \[46\] and temporal \[18\] dimensions of the query.

**Example features for Information Retrieval applications:** IR involves qualitative profile features related to trust (i.e., verifiability and believability) and the accessibility of data. In addition, to facilitate semantic search, IR implies profile features like topical domains and context.

### 6.6. Discussion

Overall, we observe that although existing applications make use of the whole spectrum of the dataset profile feature categories, including semantic, qualitative, statistical and temporal features discussed in this survey, the concrete set of features is application-dependent and the whole set is rarely used within any single application. Whereas some applications rely on the existing metadata, many applications choose generating dataset profile features as a part of their own processing pipelines. This can be attributed to missing dataset profile features in many cases. On the one
hand, these applications can thus directly contribute to the dataset profile generation. On the other hand, the burden to generate dataset profile features for each single application hinders usability of the datasets. Thus we think that availability of dataset profiles including a wide range of features can potentially facilitate a new generation of applications in the distributed LOD settings and enlarge the number of datasets used in real-world applications.

7. Conclusions

RDF dataset profiling is perceived as a central challenge in enabling and facilitating dataset discovery in application scenarios such as data linking, data curation, distributed query and search, just to name a few. In this survey, we provide a comprehensive overview for dataset profiling features, methods, tools, vocabularies and applications. Given the complexity of the topic, we first focused on organizing the different dataset profile features in a taxonomy. We then provided a systematic overview of a large set of approaches and tools for assessing and extracting such features from RDF datasets. We reviewed the vocabularies for representing these features, preferably as Linked Data, and finally we discussed several prominent applications of dataset profiles.

Wherever feasible, we also provided insights into the adoption and impact of the discussed works; for instance, based on the profile extraction tools distribution in the provided taxonomy, we propose that certain profiles features, notably in the semantic category, should be provided by the data domain experts to ensure high quality profiles. Another observation concerns the vocabulary usage where some features, such as the quality or the dynamics of vocabularies do not appear in the evaluated statistics. That leads us to recommend that dataset providers need to guarantee a high confidence with respect to these profile features in order to ensure better access to their quality or how they have changed over time.

We observe that although existing applications make use of the whole spectrum of the discussed feature categories, including semantic, qualitative, statistical and temporal features, the concrete set of features is application-dependent and the whole set is rarely used within any single application. Furthermore, many applications generate dataset profile features as a part of their own processing pipelines, which can be attributed to missing dataset profiles or features in many cases.

This leads us to a conclusion that a-priori availability of dataset profiles could facilitate a broader use of profiles and datasets in a variety of application domains.

Finally, we strongly recommend that dataset profiles provide representations readable for both humans and machines to open up the Web of Data to a wider variety of users and applications.

Given the continuous evolution and expansion of the Web of Data, we assume that the problem of dataset profiling will become an even more prominent one, and corresponding methods will form a crucial building block for enabling reuse and take-up of datasets beyond established and well-understood knowledge bases and reference graphs.
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We would like to thank the reviewers and the editor for their effort and time and their detailed, insightful and constructive comments. We have completely revised the survey according to these comments. Please find below our replies containing precise details of the revisions made according to the specific comments of the reviewers.

Note that the following structural changes have taken place, leading to changes in sections, tables and figures numbering as follows:

- We added a new Section 2 “Survey Procedure” that describes the procedure adopted to retrieve and filter the papers for this survey.
- We added new Table 1 summarizing profile features extraction methods in Section 4.
- We added a new Section 4.5 “A Note on Profiling Methods” that summarises our observations with respect to the dataset profiling methods.
- We added Figure 3 (Section 4) containing an overview of relevant vocabularies.
- Section 2 “Dataset Features” corresponds to Section 3 in the revised survey version.
- Section 3 “Dataset Profiling and Feature Extraction Methods” corresponds to Section 4 in the revised survey version.
- Section 4 discussing application-driven profiles corresponds to Section 6 in the revised survey version.
- Table 1 on adoption of VoID across linked datasets corresponds to Table 2 in the revised survey version.
- Table 2 on overall vocabulary usage corresponds to Table 3 in the revised survey version.
Reviewer R1:

R1: The paper gives a comprehensive overview on works for profiling linked data sets. While the sheer amount of works in this area collected and organized in the survey is impressive, the paper would benefit from showing the findings and conclusions in a more concise manner.

Response: Thank you for the comment. In the revised version of the survey, we added more discussion and conclusions, in particular in Section 4.5 that summarises our observations with respect to the dataset profiling methods, in Section 5.8 that discusses our observations on vocabulary usage in RDF datasets and in Section 6.6 that discusses dataset profiles in the context of applications. We have also expanded the overall conclusions in Section 7.

R1: First, the title is misleading, as it talks about "Dataset Profiling" in general, but is limited to RDF/Linked Data. I suggest making the title more concise here (instead of increasing the scope of the survey to match the title).

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. According to the suggestion of the reviewer we adjusted the title of the survey to better reflect the focus on the RDF datasets to "RDF Dataset Profiling - a Guide to Features, Methods, Applications and Vocabularies" and also pointed out the focus on the RDF datasets in the abstract and the introduction.

R1: The collection of features and profiling characteristics in section 2 is really comprehensive and interesting. It would be, however, even more concise if measurements for the different characteristics were introduced, where applicable. I would also expect that for some of the characteristics, different measurements are proposed in different works, so that they could be contrasted and discussed.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. Although we do not discuss the possible measurements for the different characteristics in detail, they often follow from the definition of the feature (e.g. in case of statistical features) or have been extensively discussed in the literature already (e.g. qualitative features in [94]). To address the comment of the reviewer and to further clarify the scope of the survey, we added a remark to the beginning of the corresponding section (Section 3 in the current version of the survey).

R1: The section about tools is also quite impressive, and I was surprised that so many practical profiling tools exist. The authors might consider adding a summary table with the basic characteristics of the tools (open source/commercial, Web/standalone app, etc.).

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. With respect to the reviewer proposition and for more clarity, we added Table 1, which contains a summary of the profile feature extraction methods pointing to the homepages of the tools and containing information with regard to their accessibility (open source, online, via endpoint / API etc. ) and human vs. machine readability of the extracted information.

R1: While I appreciate the section about applications, it feels like this selection is a bit arbitrary. Applications that could be listed as well include, e.g., (natural text) question answering, information visualization, or semantic annotation, so it is not clear why the five examples shown in the paper have been chosen. Furthermore, it is not clear why the list of features presented for each application should be exhaustive.
Response: Thank you for the comment. The application examples and the corresponding dataset profile features presented in the survey (Section 6 of the current survey version) are not exhaustive and serve as examples to illustrate how dataset profiles can support certain types of applications and which features do they typically use based on the current literature (whereas the methodology of the literature review is included in the new Section 2). To address the comment, we adjusted the description at the beginning of Section 6 to clarify the scope of the section.

R1: As far as the listing of vocabularies is concerned, I would also like to see a summary table (similar to the tools section), showing the coverage of the vocabularies w.r.t. different groups of features. This would enable the readers to pick and/or combine vocabularies that fit their needs.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. In order to provide a clear connection between the groups of features and the vocabularies, we replaced the table with a leaf tree (cf. Figure 3) where the leaves represent the individual vocabularies, clustered into the profiling categories identified through our taxonomy earlier.

R1: Finally, I miss some more conclusions. For a survey, it is always interesting to close with a judgement of the findings, and some outlook on a future research agenda. Relevant questions could be: what aspects are currently underrepresented in Linked Data profiling? Which combinations of features would be desirable, but are not supported by any tool? Is there a match or a mismatch between theory, tools, and the requirements of applications that exploit data profiles? In summary, I appreciate the very comprehensive nature of the survey, but I would like to see the findings being presented more concisely in a revised version.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. To address this comment and provide more discussion and conclusions to the survey, we added Section 4.5 that summarises our observations with respect to the dataset profiling methods, updated Section 5.8 that discusses our observations on vocabulary usage in RDF datasets and added Section 6.6 that discusses dataset profiles in the context of the applications, which we made while reviewing respectively, dataset profiles extraction methods, vocabularies for representation of dataset profiles and features as well as applications. We have also expanded overall conclusions in Section 7.

R1: Minor:
* in the beginning of section 2, it is mentioned that the notion of an "atomic feature" is introduced, but it only described as a leaf in the hierarchy. It is unclear what those atomic features are in the end, why it is clear that they cannot be further subdivided, and why it is important.

Response: Thank you for the insightful comment. In the previous version of the survey, "Atomic feature" was used to describe a feature that has no descendants in the hierarchy. In the current version of the survey we revised the description of the features, such that the notion of atomic feature is not used anymore.

* Please use a blank before a reference (i.e., "reference [1]", not "reference[1]".)

Response: Thank you, we adjusted the format.

* p.3: "set of RDF triples shared" - I would rather suspect that two datasets share entities, but it is unlikely that they share exactly the same triples about those entities.
Response: Thank you, that should indeed be the set of entities shared with other datasets, we adjusted the description.

Reviewer R2:

R2: First, there is a lack of precise framework defining the notions used. The paper actually does not define what is a dataset. This is not very strict, while catalogues and main used vocabularies like DCAT try to make crucial distinctions like dataset vs distribution. “Descriptive metadata, i.e. profiles” on p1 is also disturbing. Profiles are not limited to what is called descriptive metadata for many (e.g., access metadata is not descriptive metadata). In fact for several communities working with descriptive metadata, the notion of “application profile” could conflict with the one of “dataset profile” that is quite different.

Response: Thank you for the comment. As suggested by reviewer, to clarify the notions used in the survey, we added definitions of RDF dataset (in accordance to the VoID definition), RDF dataset profile and RDF dataset profile feature to the introduction of the survey.

R2: The state-of-the-art is very extensive, and constitutes a very useful resource for would-be reader. This is probably indeed the first time this is attempted at such a scale! But there are two problems with it: Even though it is extensive, it is incomplete with respect to dataset profiling. Authors focus on gathering references for dataset (quality) analysis. This is good, but there are important efforts that are not mentioned, about creating frameworks for expressing profiles, especially providing (or re-using) vocabularies. These could have been compared with what the authors proposed. DCAT and VOID are refered but the analysis is very cursory. More domain-specific efforts have been ignored: for example, the Health Care and Life Science community has researched a dataset profile (http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/hcls/notes/hcls-dataset/) In the geographic domain, the EU initiative GeoDCAT-AP should also be studied. The state-of-the-art on profiling and quality also misses reference to relevant ISO standards: domain-specific as for the geo ones that influence GeoDCAT-AP or more general like the ISO25000 family (esp 25012).

Response: Thank you for the comment. The authors are aware that domain-specific approaches to profile and annotate datasets exist. However, to ensure high relevance and applicability, this survey focuses exclusively on cross-domain approaches, which are agnostic to the domain of the profiled data. We added this statement to the introduction of the survey to clarify the scope of our work.

R2: There are inconsistencies in the way the references are used. First, in section 2 many references are given for different profiles features. Most of them are data analysis papers. For a gathering of features, simple references to a vocabulary or inventory (e.g. a dataset catalogue) that exhibit the features would be enough to give a requirement for the topic. Actually this would be more convincing than a piece of academic work, possibly very technical, which may fall short giving a practical motivation for what it does (as the focus would be on an algorithm or an experiment). For example DCAT has properties for representing the domain/topic of a dataset. There is no need to refer to [59] that extracts such topics. On the other hand, section 3 that gathers methods to extract profile features doesn’t refer to these papers that have been cited in section 2, that presents such methods. This is quite a missed opportunity. Furthermore, some of the references in section 2 seem
superfluous for explaining what specific features are: I am not sure one would need both [6] and [35] ([6] looks more relevant) or both [52] and [53] or both [36] and [37].

Response: Thank you for the comment. As suggested by the reviewers, we revised the references in Section 3. In particular, we attempted to be more explicit by citing technical papers in the feature definitions (note that some technical papers are cited explicitly as examples and not as references for the features). We also limited the citations to only the most relevant ones. With respect to the relevant vocabularies mentioned by the reviewer, in the revised version of the survey we provide an overview of vocabularies for representation of dataset profiles and features in Fig. 3 (Section 5) and link them to the taxonomy of dataset profile features introduced in Section 3. (Section numbers refer to the revised version of the survey).

R2: In 2.2 there is a problem with the reference for the classification of quality characteristics, which is presented as coming partly from [97]. This is only an ‘under review’ paper, without URL nor publication context, so it’s unclear what the source is. As a matter of fact the authors mention in [97] have published a very recent paper in this very journal, “Quality Assessment for Linked Data: A Survey: A Systematic Literature Review and Conceptual Framework”, so I’ve used this one. When I’ve done the comparison, I found many differences, even some features that are classified in different dimensions, which I guess would be found in any recent work of the authors of [97]. For example licensing is in “accessibility” in [97], it is in Trust in the paper. It is possible that [97] (and other references like [92]) has shortcomings. But the choices made here are debatable (I would argue that licensing is orthogonal to data quality). And in any case such deviations compared to the state of the art should be explained. They are currently not even flagged as such, it’s very difficult for the reader to guess what is happening in this section. Section 2 actually reads as if the authors propose a new quality framework, which would be interesting but is arguably not what the section had embarked on.

Response: Thank you for the comment. The citation [97] ([86] in the new version of the survey) was updated, as suggested by the reviewer. Regarding the choice of data quality dimensions, we note that there are different patterns for data quality dimensions in the Linked Data field, from which we cited [9], [77] and [85]. In this work, we collected commonly used quality features and we reordered them in a manner that matches the global dataset features profiles taxonomy that we introduce giving rise to the following groups of quality features: (1) Trust, (2) Accessibility, (3) Representativity, and (4) Context (cf. Section 3.2).

R2: In section 3.2 the authors should make more explicit whether they re-use the matter of [97] for a subset of the systems there, if they extend that matter. If that section contains original material, it should be more explicit. If not, then it can be considerably shortened.

Response: Thank you for the comment. The citation [97] ([85] in the new version of the survey), provides a detailed review of 21 general data quality assessment tools. In our survey (Section 4.2 of the revised survey version), we summarized selected methods and techniques for dataset profile extraction with respect to the quality features according to the proposed dataset feature taxonomy. We revised the description in Section 4.2 to make it explicit.

R2: In section 3.3 it’s unclear whether all systems mention really “extract” temporal characteristics (as written in the title of the section), or if they just manage them: - Semantic pingback as it is described in the text mostly focuses on cases where a dataset is being re-used in other sources. In principle the pinging doesn’t change the content of the original dataset, and thus doesn’t facilitate
consistency and timeliness per se. It’s possible that the publishers would integrate changes based on the pings, but it’s not essential to the general pinging approach.

Response: Thank you for the comment. In the context of the survey, we are interested in the service for dynamic features extraction in Semantic Pingback even if it is considered optional in the general pinging approach. This system is particularly useful for detecting the stability of links/backlinks. We updated the description in the current Section 4.4, to clarify this point.

R2: - Memento is a mechanism to serve different time versions of data. It represents data that can be used to compute temporal characteristics (for example number of versions) but it doesn’t extract them by itself.

Response: Thank you for the comment. Here, we are mainly interested in the temporal relationships that the system can provide, i.e., the first-memento, last-memento, next-memento and prev-memento. This system relates to the growth rate dataset profile feature. We updated the description in Section 4.4 to clarify this point.

R2: In section 4.2 and 4.3 tools are presented that compute statistics or make assessments based on them. But these tools don’t really motivate the need for statistics to be already expressed in a profile. On the contrary, they compute these statistics or extract features themselves, by querying the data and/or running inferences. It’s not very difficult to extract say, the number of properties used in a dataset. And it’s more reliable than using already published profile data, which could be outdated - for data assessment tools this is crucial.

Response: Thank you for the comment. The applications for data curation, cleansing, maintenance (described in the section 4.2 of the initial version of the survey) and schema inference (described in the section 4.3 of the initial version of the survey) rely on the statistical characteristics of the datasets. Some of these applications can use, verify and update dataset profile features (e.g. including statistical characteristics of datasets) and may in turn generate additional statistics that can become part of the dataset profile. We added a clarification of this point to the beginning of the application section (Section 6 in the revised version of the survey).

R2: Then, the stats on vocabulary usage analysis in section 5 is very promising, but it doesn’t look reliable. The data is from early 2015, probably it has changed one year later. There are some finding that are very surprising, such as Creative Commons being used only for 12 datasets. As the authors write it themselves later in the paper, there must be more data out there with CC Licenses. More importantly, it’s uncertain whether table 2 really gives the info the authors claim it gives in the paragraph p17-18. The text says that LOD2 is used to find info on how many times a vocabulary is used in datasets. But this doesn’t mean that the vocabularies are used in these datasets for dataset profiling (i.e. to describe datasets, e.g. instance of dcat:Dataset). For example Dublin Core and FOAF can be used to described many types of resources that are not datasets. If the authors have indeed filtered in the LOD2 data the statements that are about datasets, this should be explained in more details. Without these details, one will infer that the data is not about datasets, and thus that it’s not very informative for section 5 in general.

Response: We thank the reviewer for this observation. The reviewer rightly noted that just because a vocabulary is widely used, it does not mean that it is the best one for dataset profiling. Based on popular terms, however, we can suggest that they are more likely to be used if they are already known, and if they
are also fit for purpose. We have updated the data as per the latest LOD2 statistics (re-checked 19 January 2017). The numbers show consistency in the usage of the main vocabularies and their reliability in terms of being stable/growing number of instances. The updated the corresponding table in the paper (Table 3). We have also added this sentence to the paper to reflect the above: “While we were unable to filter the instances of dataset profiling-specific terms from our suggested vocabularies while examining their usage statistics in LOD2, we can gain some insight into which ones may be more widely adopted by looking at the existing overall statistics and dataset usages. It is reasonable to assume that users will be more willing to adopt terms from widely-used vocabularies for representing dataset profiles, as long as they are fit for purpose.”

R2: Finally, the paper completely falls short on presenting the “RDF vocabulary for unambiguously identifying dataset features” that was promised in the abstract. A link is given to http://data.data-observatory.org/vocabs/profiles/ns, but the elements of this vocabulary are not listed and documented. And there’s no instruction/example of how to use it. Shall it be combined with existing vocabularies? Is it an alternative to all of them, combined?

Response: Thank you for the observation. In the revised version of the survey we focus on the systematic review of the existing vocabularies, rather than proposing a new vocabulary. A new vocabulary will become a part of our future research.

R2: Minor comments:

R2: - p1: “As the Web of Data is constantly evolving, manual assessment of dataset features is neither feasible nor sustainable.” This statements is debatable. Sure, it won’t be possible to profile all datasets manually, but one could argue that it would be a feature of good providers that they provide at least some profile metadata.

Response: Thank you for the comment. Indeed, good providers would aim to provide profile metadata. Nevertheless, doing so manually on a regular basis, wel covering a broad range of features would not scale. We adjusted the wording in the paper to clarify this point.

R2: - p5: the difference between stability of URIs and stability of links is quite unclear, as the only definition given to characterize the stability of links refers to stability of URIs.

Response: Thank you for the comment. Whereas the stability of URIs is rated with respect to the source dataset, the stability of links/backlinks is rated with respect to the stability of the linked URIs in other linked datasets. We adjusted the description in Section 3.4 to clarify this point.

R2: - p5: what does “explore the space of a given source, i.e., search and discover data sources of interest.” mean?

Response: Thank you for the comment. To clarify this point we re-phrased the corresponding expression in Section 3.4.

R2: - p5: the relation between the references in section 3 and the criteria at 2 is unclear at times. For “selecting the smallest set of relevant predicates representing the dataset in the instance comparison task”, do the predicates correspond to a specific criterion in section 2? (are they RDF
predicates? And why the paragraph say “we review” while it does just drop the various aspects of the keys discovery approach?)

Response: Thank you for the comment. To address the comment we provided explicit links between the descriptions of the extraction tools described in Section 4 and the features presented in Section 3.

R2: - p5: footnote 9 is not finished.
Response: Thank you for the comment. We fixed the typo.

R2: - p12: [83] reads more like state-of-the-art for section 2.2 than a vocabulary for 5.2. Same comment applies to the bullet list in the second column of this page.

Response: Thank you for the comment. We agree that “features” directly correlate with vocabulary “terms” and hence, several if not most related works which propose vocabularies also describe features. This also applies to [83] which introduces both a set of features and a corresponding ontology, as stated in the first sentence in Section 5.2. The mentioned bullet list describes the concepts (that is types) introduced by [33] for modeling dataset quality. These concepts directly relate to features, yet in the context of Section 5.2 we are specifically interested in the vocabulary terms rather than the features. (Section 5.2 corresponds to Section 5.3 in the current version of the survey).

R2: - p12: why not mention EDOAL as a reference for alignment vocabulary, next to (or instead of) VoL? Why not mention that VoID also has a part for linksets? Why not mention daQ for data quality? SPIN on the other hand is not for expressing data quality features. Representing rules is quite different from representing the results of applying rules.

Response: Thank you for the comment. We have added EDOAL and included a dedicated subsection (Section 5.2) on vocabularies for representing links and linksets. We have added a discussion of daQ and DQV to Section 5.3. SPIN indeed represents data quality rules, which is explicitly stated in the survey.

R2: - p15: Dublin Core is also used by DCAT and many others for licensing, so it should be in 5.6 (and maybe also other sub-sections as it’s a very general vocabulary)

Response: Thank you for the comment. We have added DCAT to the general dataset vocabulary section (i.e. Section 5.1).

Reviewer R3:

R3: The main comment on the current version of this paper is that it does not make a good and well-motivated review: it does list many items that are relevant but the way in which this is all put into a bigger picture is not well-motivated. That limits the value of the review. Authors should in a new version pay much more attention to the justification of passing on all these links. Moreover, if the aim is to make this paper to be the goto-paper for this subject, kicking off a new piece of research, then the paper should contain more of a definition of the subject and a tangible contribution for other papers to cite and build upon. Currently, besides the paper’s subject there is not a concrete thing that other authors would start massively linking to and citing. If such a problem definition would be added the paper has much more chance of being cited and this much more value.
All in all, the paper carries lots of interesting links and items but lacks in a clear justification and aggregation, to be a pivotal review paper.

(1) Suitability as introductory text, targeted at researchers, PhD students, or practitioners, to get started on the covered topic. 50 (but see comments for how to make this a better review paper).
(2) How comprehensive and how balanced is the presentation and coverage. 30 (but see the comments for how to add justification and objectives etc.)
(3) Readability and clarity of the presentation. 50
(4) Importance of the covered material to the broader Semantic Web community. 40

Response: Thank you for the comments and suggestions. In line with your comments, in the revised version of the survey, we added a systematic overview of the survey methodology, provided definitions of the concepts being discussed to the introduction of the survey and organized the overall discussion by defining a taxonomy of dataset profile features, as well as by linking features, extraction methods, vocabularies and applications discussed in the survey to this taxonomy. Finally, we added a discussion of the observations we made in these categories.

Detailed comments: The abstract mention the paper consider 'works' but does not address that in the context of this subject it would be interesting to learn from both scientific works as well as industrial works, or framed differently people working towards the profiling as researchers as well as people working where uptake takes place or could take place.

Response: Thank you for your comment. In this survey, we focus on the features, extraction methods, vocabularies and applications that have been discussed in relevant scientific publications. To address this comment and to clarify the scope of the survey, in the revised version of the survey, we added a systematic overview of the survey methodology to Section 2.

In the introduction it is suggested that the solution is coming from the side of researchers that unite and join a common path. That is a fair ambition, but requires two things: 1) that this choice is explicitly made and thus it is clear what the target audience is of the paper, 2) that this does not lead to yet another researcher proposal that does not get uptake. Notwithstanding this ambition, it is nice to see that for outsiders and beginners an overview is created with lots of useful pointers. One thing that could be stressed more in the opening parts of the paper is why this is special and specific for Linked Data (as opposed to any dataset type).

Response: Thank you for the suggestions. In this survey, we specifically focus on RDF datasets, and discuss features, methods and applications specific for this type of datasets, while also including relevant information on dataset profiling from other domains. We see the target audience of the survey as researchers, dataset providers and application developers who work with RDF datasets. We aim to provide this audience with a comprehensive overview on RDF dataset profiling to encourage experimentation and facilitate broader use of RDF datasets. To address the comment, we adjusted the title, abstract and introduction of the survey and provided an RDF dataset definition in the introduction to make the focus on the RDF datasets more clear; furthermore we added the information on the target audience to the introduction to further clarify the scope of the survey.

In section 2, it would be nicer if the opening would explain both the objective of identifying the characteristics (including the separation into semantic etc.) and the justification of the way that this was done. After all, for a review like this it is important to justify the review approach, to indicate completeness etc. The other main comment regarding the presentation of these features is whether
this is supposed to tell what the literature says (knowing that not all scientific papers have large impact) or whether this is aiming to make a ‘chosen’ summary of that (the authors making a weighted account of what the literature has reported).

Response: Thank you for the comment. As suggested by the reviewers, Section 2, which is newly added, explains the adopted reviewing process and describes the nature of this survey explicitly by giving the reader a bird's-eye view on the RDF datasets profiling problem while providing some examples of worm's-eye view especially in terms of feature extraction methods, application-driven profiles and vocabularies for profiles representation. We also stress on the fact that this survey is dedicated to Linked Data but more specifically for RDF datasets profiling of which we have added concrete definitions to the introduction.

R3: When representing features, it would be good to perhaps include examples and concrete values to illustrate what they really are. Otherwise the true meaning of mentioning a feature is left too vague. The current text of the section looks like it could be equally well have been given as a simple table or list, but of course the section should do more as just present a list; it should also make the reader understand how the list was composed. So, assuming that the content of the list is fair, it is recommended that the justification gets more attention.

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. We revised the corresponding section (Section 3) and added an explanation on how the taxonomy of dataset profiling features in the survey was constructed along with more comprehensive description of the features. The concrete value of the features can be extracted using the methods described in Section 4 with respect to a given scenario.

R3: In section 3 the authors use the word ‘review’. In addition to mentioning all the tools and approaches it would be interesting to see what the review entails. After all the review more or less by definition implies that the tools and approaches are considered from a chosen perspective and it would be good to clarify the perspective and its motivation.

Response: Thank you for the comment. In addition to summarization of different features, methods, tools, vocabularies and applications presented in the initial version of the survey, in the revised version we have provided a systematic classification of these items with respect to a taxonomy containing semantic, qualitative, statistical and temporal categories of dataset profile features linking the items discussed in the survey to these categories, such that the reader can determine relevant features of a dataset profile as well as identify existing extraction tools and vocabularies for generating and representing relevant profile features.

R3: Similarly, at the end of the section, or at the end of the subsections it would be nice to see some concluding and summarizing remarks. After having learned from the different items discussed what they do individually, it would be good to see what the authors see as bigger picture for that aspect.

Response: Thank you for the useful suggestion. To address this comment and provide more discussion and conclusions to the survey, we added Section 4.5 discussing profiling methods, Section 5.8 containing our observations with respect to the vocabularies, and Section 6.6 discussing application-driven profiles. We also expanded the overall conclusion of the survey in Section 7 to summarize our overall observations.

R3: For the next sections I could repeat the same line of comments. A number of aspects are given, leading to subsections, but it is unclear whether these aspects pop up because this is what the
literature offers or whether these were the aspects the authors carefully chose to use for their analysis of the state of the art. The value of the lists of items discussed depends strongly on the way the aspects are chosen and applied.

Response: Thank you for the comment. In order to address this comment and to clarify the goals and the methodology of the survey we adjusted the introduction and added Section 2 describing survey methodology. Furthermore, we defined a taxonomy of dataset profile features and organized the overall discussion in all sections by systematically linking presented aspects to this taxonomy.

R3: Section 5 appears to follow a different presentation style: unclear why. It is also not easy to understand how the different elements in this section go together. In line with the unclear ambition of this section, it is odd to see that the authors start making recommendations in this reviewing section. I would strongly recommend to separate the observations from the aggregate conclusions and from any subsequent recommendations.

Response: Thank you for the useful suggestion. To address this comment, we aligned the overall presentation in the survey to the dataset profiling taxonomy presented in Section 3, separated our observations and discussion from the literature review, and summarised our observations regarding different aspects in dedicated subsections (Section 4.5, 5.8, and 6.6).